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Abstract 

This paper explores some of the issues that confront the full realization of the benefits of energy 

resource development in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, collectively. We discuss the 

potential to improve North American energy security and macroeconomic well-being by 

removing barriers to unimpeded trade. It is argued that deeper trade relationships under the 

precedent NAFTA umbrella across the energy value chain can be achieved by capitalizing on the 

opportunities availed from unconventional oil and gas resources in Canada and the U.S. and 

energy reform in Mexico. In turn, this will facilitate a larger collective presence for North 

America in the global energy landscape. While this essay is not exhaustive, we highlight select 

issues that can lessen the commercial viability of various development opportunities, and how 

that, in turn, can restrict the realization of broader energy and economic security. Finally, we set 

the stage for a deeper investigation into how an enhanced North American energy sector affects 

(and is affected by) geopolitics and international trade. 
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Introduction 

The thought of regional economic alliances that could create new opportunities via the gains 

from unimpeded trade between the United States, Canada, and Mexico is not new. The North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was signed by President George H.W. Bush in 

December 1992, approved by Congress in November 1993, and fully implemented in early 

December 1993 when the NAFTA Implementation Act was signed into law by President 

William Clinton. Thus, from conception to implementation, NAFTA spanned multiple 

administrations and political parties. But despite support from both sides of the aisle in 

Washington, D.C., NAFTA has not been without its detractors. In fact, because the agreement 

established a trading bloc consisting of two developed nations (Canada and the United States) 

and one developing nation (Mexico), it triggered controversy, especially with regard to concerns 

of labor and capital migrating to Mexico from the US. However, 20 years after NAFTA took 

effect, many of these types of concerns have not materialized, and the treaty’s signatories 

constitute the largest free trade bloc in the world.  

NAFTA establishes a precedent framework to facilitate broader integration of the energy markets 

in the US, Canada, and Mexico. While the US and Canadian energy sectors are already deeply 

integrated in oil, natural gas, and electricity, Mexico has remained only minimally 

interconnected with its neighbors to the north. Even with NAFTA, energy, and oil specifically, 

was not included under the treaty’s umbrella due to the fact that the constitution in Mexico 

stipulated resources in the ground to be the property of the state. However, recent and ongoing 

energy reforms in Mexico will open the upstream sector in Mexico to foreign investment, and 

alter the current energy paradigm substantially. Greater market integration will, in turn, allow the 

ongoing energy renaissance in the US to impact upstream, midstream, and downstream activities 

in Canada and Mexico. Likewise, the commercial extraction of the heavy oil deposits in Western 

Canada and the opening of the Mexican upstream sector to international capital can have 

significant implications in the US. The extent to which the ongoing and prospective energy 

sector developments in each country reaches its full potential is ultimately influenced by both 

established and changing legal and regulatory frameworks. Furthermore, it is not just energy 

security that is at issue here; economic security is relevant due to the competitive advantages that 
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can be conveyed to certain economic sectors as a result of relatively abundant and inexpensive 

energy. This pathway is made more salient in the context of NAFTA. 

Today, we are in the midst of an incredible transformation in the US, Canada, and Mexico.  The 

driving force behind this transformation rests in the energy complex, with recent upstream 

innovations driving production growth from unconventional resources in the United States and 

Canada, thereby rendering oil and gas supplies to a position of relative abundance. This has, in 

turn, resulted in the price of crude oil and natural gas in the US and Canada falling well below 

prices in Europe and Asia, and it has created a significant competitive advantage for local 

industries. In fact, in the US alone there is over $100 billion in planned capacity investment in 

the chemical industry alone. The investment is matriculating into the midstream as well, with 

expectations for almost $900 billion in midstream infrastructure over the next 10 years.1 While 

recent upstream developments associated with unconventional resources in Canada and the US 

are driving the pace of activity in the midstream and downstream sectors, the potential opening 

of new resource opportunities through ongoing energy sector reform in Mexico could propel 

North America, collectively, into a preeminent position in the global energy and manufacturing 

landscape. 

Indeed, one of the most striking developments in the global energy landscape of the last five 

years has been the dramatic change in North American energy production. The United States, in 

particular, has seen significant increases in production from shale gas and tight oil resources, 

raising the prospect that the US could soon become an exporter of both crude oil and liquefied 

natural gas (LNG). New unconventional resource opportunities—shale gas and oil sands, in 

particular—are also being realized in Canada, which has triggered massive interest in developing 

new export pathways to the US and abroad, for example Keystone XL and LNG liquefaction in 

British Columbia, to name two. Finally, the potential for international capital to flow into the 

upstream sector in Mexico in the wake of energy reform could make the NAFTA signatories a 

potent triumvirate of crude oil and natural gas production. According to the International Energy 

Agency (IEA), the US and Canada will produce over 20% more oil by 2018, thus marking a 

heretofore unexpected outcome. Successful reform in Mexico will only add to this. 

                                                
1 According to the December 2013 IHS report prepared for the American Petroleum Institute, Oil & Natural Gas 
Transportation & Storage Infrastructure: Status, Trends, & Economic Benefits. 
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The extent to which North American energy producers are capable of growing production in the 

future will depend on a wide variety of factors, including market institutions, regulatory 

frameworks governing field development, and environmental regulation. In addition, as 

resources are developed, demand pull and the means to connect supplies with demands is vital, 

and developments in the respective sectors—pipelines, gathering and processing infrastructure, 

export capability, power generation and industrial demands, and transportation fuels—represent 

an emerging opportunity set as well. In what follows, we present a variety of factors that can set 

the stage for the successful development of North American energy resources and how free 

trade—in all factors of production—among the NAFTA signatories might influence North 

America’s place, collectively, in global energy and manufacturing markets. Of course, the issues 

tackled herein are treated with a degree of brevity, and much is left open to future exploration 

and development (pun intended). Moreover, although important, we will not address the impacts 

of environmental regulations herein; that is left for further research and discussion. 

In what follows, we begin with a discussion of the factors that made the upstream renaissance in 

the US possible in order to provide some context for the remainder of the paper. Then we discuss 

the concept of energy security and its link to economic prosperity. This is done in order to 

motivate discussion about what policy-motivated constraints, regardless of the reason for their 

existence, can mean for energy markets. We follow this with a deeper dive into selected policy 

issues in the US, Canada, and Mexico, respectively, before closing with some final thoughts on 

how the NAFTA framework establishes a precedent that could be used to outline North 

American energy opportunities going forward. 

What Made the US Energy Renaissance Possible? 

In order to understand the possibilities for larger scale upstream success across the North 

American continent it is useful to understand what made the success witnessed in the US during 

the past decade possible. To begin, geology matters. The geographic scope and geologic scale of 

the technically and economically recoverable oil and gas resources locked up in shale in the US 

is tremendous (see Figure 1). But while the right geology is a necessary condition, it is not 

sufficient. To wit, shale resources assessed in locations outside the US are significant, yet shale 

oil and gas production on a global scale is still largely limited to the US. This follows because 
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sufficiency requires a host of above-ground factors to be appropriately aligned. These include 

particular market institutions and regulatory frameworks across the energy value chain, such as: 

• A regulatory and legal apparatus in which upstream firms can negotiate directly with 

landowners for access to mineral rights on privately-owned lands. 

• A market in which liquid pricing locations, or hubs, are easily accessed due to liberalized 

transportation services that dictate pipeline capacity is unbundled from pipeline ownership. 

•  A well-developed pipeline network that can facilitate new production volumes as they are 

brought online. 

• A a market in which interstate pipeline development is relatively seamless due to a well-

established governing body, a.k.a. the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and 

a comparatively straightforward regulatory approval process. 

• A market in which demand pull is sufficient, and can materialize with minimal regulatory 

impediment, to provide the opportunity for new supplies to compete for market share in the 

energy complex. 

• A market where a well-developed service sector already exists that can facilitate fast-paced 

drilling activity and provide rapid response to demands in the field. 

• A service sector that strives to lower costs and advance technologies in order to gain a 

competitive advantage. 

• A sizeable rig fleet that is capable of responding to upstream demands without constraint. 

• A deep set of upstream actors, a.k.a. the independent producer, that can behave as the 

“entrepreneur” in the upstream thereby facilitating a flow of capital into the field toward 

smaller scale, riskier ventures than those typically engaged by vertically integrated majors.  

If any of the above features is absent, an effective barrier to market entry and field development 

is presented, usually manifesting in the form of higher costs. Moreover, we recognize the 

existence of some of the above sufficient conditions can be co-dependent on the existence of 

others, which speaks to the notion that well-designed market institutions and regulatory 

frameworks can be self-reinforcing. For example, a well-developed service sector relies on a 

deep set of entrepreneurial (independent) upstream players to create large demands for its 
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products and services, just as the population of independent actors in the upstream in the US 

might not be so deep absent a well-developed service sector.  

Figure 1. Shale Resources in North America 

 

Source: Gallery of World Hydrocarbon Endowment & Shale Gas Resources, Al Fin Energy blog at      
http://alfin2300.blogspot.com/2012/03/gallery-of-world-hydrocarbon-endowment.html  

 

The absence of any one of the above market institutions and regulatory features can slow the 

pace of development. Thus, it is important to recognize the role that each of these factors has 

played in propelling the US energy renaissance, particularly if similar successes are to be 

realized in Canada and Mexico, much less the rest of the world. This point is particularly 

germane in the case of Mexico, where energy sector reforms are currently reshaping the 

landscape for future energy investment activities. 
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The Concept of Energy Security and its Link to Economic Prosperity 

The concept of energy security, as it relates to economic well-being rather than just force 

projection (military) capability, became a prominent feature in the political arena and emerged 

into the mainstream economic literature following the Arab oil embargo in the early 1970s. In 

fact, since the tumultuous times in the wake of the oil price shocks of the 1970s, energy security 

has been intimately linked with (macro) economic prosperity. In his seminal paper published in 

1983, James Hamilton noted that every recession since World War II, except one, has been 

preceded by a run-up in the price of oil.2 This simple observation remains true today, and while 

correlation is not causation, it has been the root of a number of policies aimed at mitigating the 

economic impacts of rising oil prices.3 As indicated in Figure 2, US real gross domestic product 

(GDP) tends to drift below the long run full-employment level of GDP (known as “potential 

GDP”) in the wake of a shock to the oil market. In fact, the growth rate of GDP consistently slips 

below its long-run 20-year average in the wake of an oil price shock (not pictured). Accordingly, 

“energy security” generally refers to the concept of ensuring adequate supplies of energy at a 

reasonable price in order to avoid the macroeconomic dislocations associated with energy price 

spikes or supply disruptions. So while economic security is a broader concept that pertains to 

more than just energy, the concepts of energy security and economic well-being are intimately 

linked, as the former, if achieved, conveys elements of the latter. 

So what hypotheses have been put forth to explain how high oil prices negatively impact the 

economy? The literature on this matter is fairly deep, and there have been many proposed 

channels to convey the correlation, some of which carry a causal overtone. These channels can 

be summarized into the following: 

• Inflationary effects 

-‐ Increases in the price of oil (energy) lead to inflation, which lowers the quantity of real 

balances in an economy, thereby reducing consumption of all goods and services. 

                                                
2 See Hamilton, James, “Oil and the Macroeconomy Since World War II,” Journal of Political Economy, 1983. 
3 Indeed, the economic literature on the relationship between energy prices and macroeconomic performance is quite 
large, and the debate about a causal relationship persists still. 
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-‐ Counter-inflationary monetary policy responses to the inflationary pressures generated by 

oil (energy) price increases result in a decline in investment and net exports, and 

consumption to a lesser extent. 

• Trade balance effects 

-‐ Oil (energy) price increases result in income transfers from oil (energy) importing 

countries to oil (energy) exporting countries. This, in turn, causes rational agents in the 

oil (energy) importing countries to reduce consumption, thereby depressing output. 

• Industrial influences 

-‐ If oil (energy) and capital are complements in the production process, then oil (energy) 

price increases will induce a reduction in the utilization of capital as energy use is 

reduced. This, in turn, suppresses output. 

-‐ If it is costly to shift specialized labor and capital between sectors, then oil (energy) price 

increases can decrease output by decreasing factor employment. If a recession is not 

unreasonably long, the high costs of training will cause specialized labor to wait until 

conditions improve rather than seek employment in another sector. 

• Investment impacts 

-‐ In the face of high uncertainty about future price, which may arise when a price shift is 

unexpected, it is optimal for firms to postpone irreversible investment expenditures. 

Investments are irreversible when they are firm or industry specific. 

There is evidence that each of the above channels has some explanatory power over the observed 

correlation between oil and the economy, and each has compelling theoretical justification. The 

proposed channels of transmission from oil to economy are useful in framing policies that 

convey energy security benefits. In fact, each identifies a constraint that emerges on the 

macroeconomy in the wake of sudden, unexpected oil price movements. In general, the types of 

policies that can consequently be motivated are:  

• Increasing energy efficiency in an effort to lower the energy intensity of economic activity 

and thereby lower the expenditure share of energy  

• Diversifying the energy mix in order to lower the overall impact of disruptions in the supply 

of any one fuel type  
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• Building inventory response capability in order to offset short-term market disruptions 

• Establishing non-energy core price indexes on which to base monetary policy 

• Promoting deeper, more liquid markets in order to provide greater opportunities to trade 

through unexpected market disturbances.  

Figure 2. Oil Price Episodes and the US Economy 

 

Source: Data from Energy Information Administration, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and Federal Reserve 

 

These types of policy actions have relevance to the realization of North American energy 

security and economic well-being. In fact, as we will argue, the NAFTA umbrella, if extended to 

include energy commodities, can enhance energy and economic security. More generally, greater 

capability to trade in an unimpeded manner, including exporting oil and gas, can benefit goals of 

regional energy security. In addition, the regulatory features and market institutions that 

facilitated the rapid expansion of shale oil and gas production in the US over the last decade 
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enhance supply responsiveness, which, in turn, contributes to greater energy security because 

capital is more freely allocated throughout the energy value chain. 

The Opportunity in the United States  

Oil Exports and the Role of Policy-motivated Constraints 

Current policy in the United States, or more specifically the current regulatory frameworks and 

market institutions, has not impeded domestic upstream development. There are a few obvious 

exceptions where, for example, outright bans on upstream activity are in place. However, as we 

move downstream from the wellhead a number of issues become apparent. These include current 

export policy, policies effecting pipeline infrastructure, and policies that shape demand. 

Moreover, some of these impacts are regional, rather than national, but all of them introduce 

constraints in the market that result in price distortions. Given the interconnectedness of the US, 

Canada and Mexico, these issues matriculate across borders to define the opportunity sets for 

investment throughout the value chain. 

We begin our discussion of these issues with the legal frameworks that establish a ban on oil 

exports from the US. In this context, we will focus only on the issue of energy security, leaving 

other aspects of that policy debate to future research.4 Building from the discussion above, the 

channel of transmission that involves “trade balance effects” is relevant. In particular, according 

to this channel, the economies of energy importing nations do worse when prices rise, while the 

economics of energy exporters do better. In fact, Mork et al. empirically verified that energy 

exporters see a tangible macroeconomic improvement when energy prices increase, just as 

energy importers see macroeconomic malaise.5 We actually see this in microcosms in the United 

States, as the state of Texas, for example, typically sees robust economic activity when either 

energy prices or energy resources available for export rise. 

This is relevant for the emerging debate about whether the US should alter the existing ban on 

crude oil exports. Specifically, if the US becomes a larger exporter of light crude oil, while at the 

                                                
4 The Center for Energy Studies (CES) at Rice University’s Baker Institute of Public Policy is currently involved in 
a study examining the implications of changing the current oil export laws with Columbia University’s Center for 
Global Energy Policy (CGEP). The target date for publication is early September 2014.  
5 See Knut Mork, Hans T. Mysen, and Oystein Olsen, “Macroeconomic Responses to Oil Price Increases and 
Decreases in Seven OECD Countries,” The Energy Journal 15, no. 4 (1994). 
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same time importing heavier crudes to optimize current refinery configurations, the net impact 

on the US trade balance should be overall positive. Indeed, if the status quo holds going forward, 

meaning the ban remains in place, the benefit of oil export revenue will not accrue. Therefore, 

the ban on crude oil exports, which was originally conceived in the interest of enhancing energy 

security, does not convey the benefit that was originally intended.6 Of course, since 2011 the US 

has been an exporter of petroleum products, which provides a balance of payments benefit. But 

importantly, this has materialized for multiple reasons, not simply because domestic oil 

production has increased. Namely, demand in the US has fallen dramatically since 2008, leaving 

the US in a position of surplus refining capacity. Coupled with inexpensive natural gas, an 

important feedstock for refining, this has presented US refiners with a distinct competitive 

advantage in global petroleum product markets. These two factors will not be changed if US law 

is changed to allow exports of crude oil. Thus, the refined product export revenue is likely to be 

enhanced by crude oil exports, not replaced.7 Therefore, lifting the ban, while perhaps 

counterintuitive, actually provides an additional demand outlet for US producers and an element 

of energy security heretofore unrealized.  

While the aforementioned energy security implications may be somewhat counterintuitive, the 

implications of the export ban on domestic crude oil price, and hence production opportunities, 

are not. Specifically, if the capacity to process the light crude oil that is (or will be) coming from 

basins such as the Bakken, Eagle Ford, and Permian is limited, the price of domestic crude oil 

will be discounted relative to other crudes in the international market that are not similarly 

constrained, and domestic production activity will be negatively impacted. While the degree to 

which this occurs (quantitatively) is a matter of ongoing study, qualitatively the outcome is clear.  

More generally, when demand is constrained price must fall, all else equal. We actually saw this 

economic phenomenon at work over the last few years as WTI has been discounted relative to 

Brent crude by an average of $14.85 per barrel (see Figure 3) since early 2011. This has emerged 

primarily due to a constraint on the ability to move crude oil away from Cushing. In fact, prior to 
                                                
6 Importantly, the theoretical framework here is fairly well established, so qualitatively this can be stated with a fair 
degree of certainty. However, the degree to which any energy security benefit would be conveyed has yet to be 
determined. That is a matter of ongoing research. 
7 This point is expanded upon in detail by Ken Medlock in “U.S. Crude Oil Exports: Analyzing the Implications for 
Gasoline Price and U.S. Energy Security,” 2014, as part of the ongoing joint study between the CES at Rice 
University’s Baker Institute of Public Policy and the Center on Global Energy Policy at Columbia University.   
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January 2011, WTI had historically priced at a slight premium to Brent crude, thus highlighting 

the role that constraints can have on relative commodity prices.  

Figure 3. WTI, Brent, and the US price discount (Jan. 2000–March 2014) 

 

        Source: Data from Energy Information Administration 

 

While the WTI discount is not the result of the inability to export crude oil from the US, it does 

reveal what can happen to prices when a constraint is present. In fact, the constraint at Cushing is 

actually an inability to export oil from the region. Therefore, if current export laws remain 

unchanged and domestic production continues to grow, a broader basket of domestic crude oil 

prices (such as LLS) will discount relative to international crude oil prices, driven by the 

inability to export oil away from the US coast.  

This point is relevant to understanding more than just the implications of export policy, noting 

exports are but one part of the demand response matrix (they are a foreign source of demand for 

domestic production). In particular, any policy that limits demand response will present a 
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constraint in the wake of a positive supply shock that can have negative implications for pricing, 

a point highlighted in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. The Effect of Limited Demand Response in the Wake of a Supply Shock 

 

• Domestic supply increases due to innovations in 

production of light tight oil (LTO) from shale. 

• Without a new source of demand to shift the 

demand curve out, the only demand response 

apparent is due to elastic demand response. The 

domestic price falls relative to international price. 

• Given the price discount, an arbitrage opportunity is 

presented, but as long as law prohibits trade the 

price discount will persist. 

• In effect, existing regulatory/legal frameworks limit 

arbitrage opportunity. 

 

To wit, constraints currently exist with regard to domestic movement of light crude oil produced 

in the Bakken and Eagle Ford shales. Currently, a growing proportion of crude oil produced in 

the US is being transported by rail. This is generally an order of magnitude more expensive than 

transport by pipeline. Bakken crude currently moves by rail at a cost of up to $20 per barrel, 

depending on available capacity. If the same volume were to be moved by pipeline, the cost 

would be closer to $1 to $2 per barrel. Thus, the existence of a pipeline, all else equal, would 

raise the netback price at the wellhead by up to $19 per barrel, which would likely stimulate 

additional activity in the field. 

Constraints on demand responsiveness are also present at end-use, largely the result of policy 

that is more regionally focused and motivated by environmental concerns as well as, ironically, 

energy security. We will return to this matter below with a case study of the state of California. 

The point here is not to castigate individual policies without prejudice, because they are often 

motivated by some overarching goal that may in fact be in the overall public interest. Rather, the 
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impacts of these types of policies must be understood so that a fully informed cost-benefit 

analysis can be done.    

Natural Gas 

With regard to US natural gas, existing regulatory and market institutions present very little in 

the way of slowing down the pace of upstream activity. In fact, as discussed above, these 

features are one of the primary reasons natural gas production from shale in the US has grown so 

rapidly in the last several years. As can be seen in Figure 5, the density of the pipeline network 

has provided tremendous access for producers to market hubs. Even in situations where short-

term deliverability constraints have arisen, the regulatory and market institutions governing the 

construction of interstate pipeline capacity in the US are relatively seamless, especially when 

compared to other regions of the world. This generally results in relatively rapid expansion of 

pipeline infrastructure and a relaxation of the deliverability constraint.  

Figure 5. North American Natural Gas Infrastructure 

 

Source: Tidal Energy Marketing, Inc. at www.tidal-energy.com.  
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A great example of this was seen recently with the resolution of the constraints that developed in 

2008-09 on pipeline capacity exiting the state of Texas as a result of the growth in production 

from the Barnett, Fayetteville, and Haynesville shales. In fact, gross production from these three 

shale basins alone rose from 3.6 bcfd in 2007 to 12.5 bcfd in 2010, and prices in Texas fell to 

well in excess of $1.50/mcf below the price at Henry Hub in neighboring Louisiana as a result of 

the decline in available pipeline capacity to move the new production away from production 

regions. The pricing signals, however, triggered a wave of investment activity and significant 

pipeline capacity was added between Texas and Mississippi, effectively removing the constraint, 

which is a testament to the efficiency of the natural gas market. Indeed, due to the nature of 

regulations in the US market, the greatest risks to profitable natural gas development are 

commercial, not regulatory, notwithstanding certain regions where environmental concerns have 

led to outright bans on development activity. 

Recalling the factors listed above that have contributed to the energy renaissance in the US, we 

note this has specific relevance for the rapid rise in natural gas production from shale. Shale gas 

production in the United States increased from virtually nothing in 2000 to more than 30 bcfd by 

2013. Furthermore, modeling at the Baker Institute’s Center for Energy Studies (CES) indicates 

that US shale gas production could exceed 50 bcfd and account for well over half of domestic 

natural gas production by the 2020s (see Figure 6). The prices associated with the projection 

indicated in Figure 6 rise from the mid $4’s to the low $6’s between now and 2030. This is 

reflective of the average long-run costs of developing shale resources in the US, and still 

provides ample opportunity for LNG exports. In fact, given the pricing disparity that exists 

between the US, European, and Asian markets, commercial incentive is driving investments to 

export liquefied natural gas from the US, although market response in the US, Asia and Europe 

will ultimately determine the volume of exports.8   

                                                
8 For much more detail on this see the CES working papers “U.S. LNG Exports: Truth and Consequence,” 2012, 
available at http://bakerinstitute.org/research/us-lng-exports-truth-and-consequence; and “Natural Gas Price in Asia: 
What to Expect and What it Means,” 2014, available at http://bakerinstitute.org/research/natural-gas-price-asia-
what-expect-and-what-it-means. Both are authored by Ken Medlock. 
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Figure 6. US Natural Gas Production: Shale and All Other (2007-2030)9 

 

       Source: Baker Institute CES Rice World Gas Trade Model, vApr14 (Medlock) 

As seen Figure 6, the prospects for production, particularly from shale, are very strong. It is 

worth noting, however, the plateau in production that is projected to emerge later this decade. 

This arises not for lack of resource, but because Canadian natural gas production begins to grow 

(not pictured) and international market rebalancing limits the commercial opportunity for LNG 

exports from the US. Nevertheless, LNG exports from the US approach 6 bcfd by 2020, making 

it the third-largest LNG exporter in the world.  This addresses a point raised above—namely, the 

                                                
9 The projections are generated using the Rice World Gas Trade Model (RWGTM). The Baker Institute’s RWGTM 
was developed by Kenneth B. Medlock III and Peter Hartley at Rice University using the Marketbuilder software 
platform provided through a research license with Deloitte Marketpoint, Inc. The RWGTM is a dynamic spatial 
partial equilibrium model in which all spatial and temporal arbitrage opportunities are captured. As such, each point 
of infrastructure in the gas delivery value chain—field development, pipelines, LNG regasification, LNG shipping 
and LNG liquefaction—is modeled as an independent profit maximizing entity, where profits are maximized 
intertemporally. Thus, the optimal investment path is dependent on the price received for wellhead production in the 
case of field development and on the tariff collected for transportation infrastructure, as well as a host of other 
parameters such as the upfront fixed cost, interest rate on debt, required return on equity, debt-equity ratio, income 
tax rate, sales tax rate, and royalty. In this manner, the model is solving a classic intertemporal optimization problem 
for investment in fixed capital infrastructure. The architecture of the RWGTM, the data inputs, and modeled 
political dimensions are distinct to Rice and its researchers. The RWGTM is used to evaluate how different 
geopolitical pressures, domestic policy frameworks, and fundamental market developments can influence the long 
run evolution of regional and global gas markets and how those developments in turn influence geopolitics. More 
detail is available upon request. 
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greatest impediments to continued expansion of gas supplies are commercial. However, if LNG 

exports were banned through an act of policy, the ripple effects would matriculate back through 

the upstream in both the US and Canada as the existence of such a constraint would effectively 

limit production opportunities.   

Figure 7. Global Spot Prices (Daily,  Feb 2009–May 2014) 

 

Source: Platts 

 

Regarding LNG exports, it stands as an important source of demand response for US and 

Canadian producers. The prospect of exporting LNG from North America to consumers in Asia 

and Europe arises from the fact that spot prices for natural gas in both Europe and Asia are well 

above the current spot price in the US (see Figure 7). Indeed, any trade from the US when 

evaluated at current market prices looks very profitable.  

It is worth exploring the reasons for current pricing around the world and the observed supply-

demand responses because it highlights a point germane to this paper. In particular, policy 

generated constraints are critical to the determination of prices, and hence energy security, in 
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every region of the world. In the US, as noted above, domestic production has risen dramatically 

due to a regulatory framework and market institutions that are very conducive to upstream 

activity. Moreover, productivity gains in unconventional gas resource development in the past 

decade resulted in prices at Henry Hub being driven down to as low as $1.90/mcf in April 2012, 

although they are currently in the mid-$4 range. At the same time, geopolitical disruptions, the 

impact of the nuclear disaster at Fukushima in Japan (see Figure 7), and greater technical and 

political barriers to the development of natural gas resources abroad have contributed to rising 

prices in Europe and especially Asia, where demand for LNG has been exacerbated in the wake 

of Japan closing all of its nuclear fleet.  

As a result of these developments, over 20 companies have applied to the US Department of 

Energy (DOE) for licenses to export LNG. To date, seven facilities have received approval to 

sell LNG to countries that do not have free trade agreements with the US (the so-called “non-

FTA countries”). If all seven facilities that currently have a non-FTA license were to move 

ahead, US LNG exports could reach 9.27 bcfd (see Table 1). At the date of this writing, only 

Cheniere’s liquefaction facility at Sabine Pass has received Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) approval, and it has plans to begin operations by late 2015.  

Recently, the US DOE altered its protocol for reviewing applications. Prior to the announcement 

in late May, the DOE granted non-FTA approval to applicants prior to any FERC approval or 

even secured project financing. The DOE established an order in which applications would be 

reviewed without any reconciliation of whether or not the applicant could actually move forward 

with the project. This arbitrarily penalized some firms relative to others simply because they 

filed later. Going forward, the DOE has announced it will not review applications until the 

applicant has received FERC approval and the project can demonstrate the necessary financing. 

This new approach will allow those applicants whom the market deems best suited to move 

forward to be considered first—effectively, the DOE is allowing the market to signal the order in 

which it will review export applications. This should bring clearer signals regarding project 

success going forward, and allow the market to gauge the export demand response investment 

activity more transparently. 
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Table 1. US LNG Export Facility Summary 

 

Source: US Department of Energy 

Terminal	  Location Company Date	  Filed non-‐FTA	  Volume	  (bcfd)* non-‐FTA	  license?
8/11/2010 2.2 Approved
2/27/2013 0.28 Under	  review
4/2/2013 0.24 Under	  review
9/10/2013 0.86 Under	  review

Corpus	  Christi,	  Texas Cheniere	  Marketing,	  LLC 8/21/2012 2.1 Under	  review
12/17/2010 1.4 Approved
1/12/2012 0.4 Approved

Lake	  Charles	  Exports,	  LLC** 5/6/2011 Approved
Trunkline	  LNG	  Export,	  LLC** 1/10/2013 Under	  review

blanket	  authority	  no	  location Carib	  Energy	  (USA)	  LLC 6/2/2011 0.06 Under	  review
Cove	  Point,	  Maryland Dominion	  Cove	  Point,	  LP 9/1/2011 0.77 Approved
Coos	  Bay,	  Oregon Jordan	  Cove	  Energy	  Project,	  LP 9/22/2011 0.8 Approved
Warrenton,	  Oregon LNG	  Development	  Company,	  LLC	  (dba	  Oregon	  LNG) 5/3/2012 1.25 Under	  review
Hackberry,	  Louisiana Cameron	  LNG,	  LLC 12/21/2011 1.7 Approved
Brownsville,	  Texas Gulf	  Coast	  LNG	  Export,	  LLC 1/10/2012 2.8 Under	  review
Pascagoula,	  Mississippi Gulf	  LNG	  Liquefaction	  Company,	  LLC 5/2/2012 1.5 Under	  review
Savannah,	  Georgia Southern	  LNG	  Company,	  LLC 5/15/2012 0.5 Under	  review
Port	  Lavaca,	  Texas Excelerate	  Liquefaction	  Solutions,	  LLC 5/25/2012 1.38 Under	  review
Port	  Arthur,	  Texas Golden	  Pass	  Products,	  LLC 8/17/2012 2.6 Under	  review

Main	  Pass	  Energy	  Hub,	  LLC*** 9/11/2012 Under	  review
Freeport-‐McMoRan	  Energy,	  LLC*** 2/22/2013 Under	  review

Plaquemines	  Parish,	  LA CE	  FLNG,	  LLC 9/21/2012 1.07 Under	  review
Cameron	  Parish,	  Louisiana Waller	  LNG	  Services,	  LLC 10/12/2012 0.19 Under	  review
Port	  of	  Corpus	  Christi,	  Texas Pangea	  LNG	  (North	  America)	  Holdings,	  LLC 11/29/2012 1.09 Under	  review

12/18/2012 0.54 FTA	  only
10/11/2013 1.08 Under	  review

Cameron	  Parish,	  Louisiana Gasfin	  Development	  USA,	  LLC 1/11/2013 0.2 Under	  review
Cameron,	  Louisiana Venture	  Global	  LNG,	  LLC 5/13/2013 0.67 Under	  review
Port	  of	  Brownsville,	  Texas Eos	  LNG,	  LLC 8/23/2013 1.6 Under	  review
Port	  of	  Brownsville,	  Texas Barca	  LNG,	  LLC 8/23/2013 1.6 Under	  review
West	  Cameron,	  Gulf	  of	  Mexico Delfin	  LNG,	  LLC 11/12/2013 1.8 Under	  review
Port	  of	  Brownsville,	  Texas Annova	  LNG,	  LLC 10/9/2013 0.94 FTA	  only
Port	  of	  Brownsville,	  Texas Texas	  LNG,	  LLC 12/31/2013 0.27 Under	  review
Plaquemines	  Parish,	  LA Louisiana	  LNG	  Energy,	  LLC 2/5/2014 0.28 Under	  review

9.27
35.91

*	  -‐	  only	  non-‐FTA	  status	  and	  capacity	  is	  indicated.	  FTA	  licenses	  have	  all	  been	  approved.
**	  -‐	  the	  combined	  capacity	  of	  the	  two	  applications	  cannot	  exceed	  2	  bcfd;	  the	  applications	  are	  not	  additive.
***	  -‐	  the	  combined	  capacity	  of	  the	  two	  applications	  cannot	  exceed	  3.22	  bcfd;	  the	  applications	  are	  not	  additive.

Magnolia	  LNG,	  LLCPort	  of	  Lake	  Charles,	  Louisiana

Freeport,	  Texas Freeport	  LNG	  Expansion,	  LP	  and	  FLNG	  Liquefaction,	  LLC

Total	  Capacity	  Approved	  for	  non-‐FTA	  Export…
Total	  Capacity	  Applied	  for	  non-‐FTA	  Export…

3.22

2Port	  of	  Lake	  Charles,	  Louisiana

Main	  Pass,	  Gulf	  of	  Mexico

Sabine	  Pass	  Liquefaction,	  LLCCameron	  Parish,	  Louisiana
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The Effects of Policy in the Downstream: A Case Study of California 

The discussion above has focused largely on export demand response. But an oft 

underappreciated facet of energy markets is that regulations can have significant effects on end-

user choice in energy demand, industrial facility and power plant siting, and pipeline 

development as well. This, in turn, sets the stage for demand pull on a regional basis, which 

establishes the prerequisites for supply and distribution infrastructure. Therefore, full realization 

of the upstream opportunities that have availed themselves in the US, and North America more 

generally, are highly dependent on the manner in which policy and regulation impacts parts of 

the value chain that are further downstream.  

A prime example of this involves the state of California, where fuel choice is being shaped 

heavily by policy. Currently policies are in place to increase renewables’ share in power 

generation to 33% by the end of decade and curb statewide carbon dioxide emissions. This has 

implications for the extent to which demands for natural gas and petroleum products will grow. 

For instance, the renewables targets, which do not consider large hydroelectric facilities as 

renewable energy sources in the accounting, could ultimately constrain the amount of natural gas 

that can be consumed in the state. In addition, carbon dioxide emissions abatement policies have 

been high-graded in Assembly Bill 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act (AB32).10 AB32 

established that greenhouse gas emissions should be no larger than the 1990 levels by 2020, and 

that the Air Resources Board would set parameters for a market-based mechanism for tradable 

permits (a cap-and-trade program). The evaluation of the social benefits of such policies is 

beyond the scope of this paper, but their implementation has definite effects on the composition 

and quantity of energy demand.  

Under current California policy, efficiency and conservation is encouraged, the use of lower 

carbon content fossil fuels is prioritized, and more energy-intensive economic activities are 

effectively incentivized to relocate. Taken together, aggressive renewable portfolio standards 

(RPS) policies and AB32 should minimize growth in energy demand, raise the share of 

renewables in the energy mix, and, therefore, limit increases in (and perhaps even reduce) fossil 

fuel demand. This, in turn, stands to, at the very least, limit the growth of natural gas demand in 

                                                
10 For more detail see the California Air Resources Board website at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ab32/ab32.htm.  
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California. As seen in Figure 8, demand for natural gas in power generation is expected to 

decline through the early 2020s. 

Figure 8. California Natural Gas Demand by Sector, 2000-2030  

 

Source: U.S. EIA (history) and CES Energy Demand Projection Model (projection), Medlock, 2014 

The effects of the policies in play due to AB32 in the state of California are not limited to natural 

gas, and these policies—specifically the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS)11—will have 

implications for oil in California as well because they will impact the delivered price of 

petroleum products to the end-user and encourage alternative fuels. As indicated in Figure 9, this 

could result in relatively slow growth in the transportation sector, which is one of the largest in 

the US, and, at the same time, see oil use in other end-use sectors in California decline. 

Altogether, the demand pull for oil and petroleum products is likely limited.  

Such demand side policies in California, which are motivated primarily by environmental 

objectives, will have ripple effects back through the entire energy value chain. Specifically, if 

demand is modest, then the infrastructure requirements to move natural gas and petroleum 

                                                
11 Note this matter has been challenged in court, with the LCFS mandate in California being contested as a violation 
of interstate commerce law.  
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products are reduced. Given the scale of the California market relative to the rest of the Western 

US, this has implications for upstream natural gas development opportunities in West Texas, 

New Mexico, Wyoming, and Western Canada, all regions with significant upstream activity. It 

also has implications for field development opportunities in light tight oil (shale) plays as well as 

crude by rail and pipeline infrastructure. 

Figure 9. California Oil Demand by Sector, 2000-2030 

 

Source: U.S. EIA (history) and CES Energy Demand Projection Model (projection), Medlock, 2014 

If similar policy frameworks to those being adopted in California are adopted in other regions of 

North America, the implications for the upstream and midstream sectors could be significant. 

Assuredly, the success of the policies being enacted in California will influence whether or not 

similar such policies are adopted elsewhere, but basic policy frameworks with strong 

environmental objectives are likely to become more the norm across the US and Canada, not just 

in California. To the extent these polices limit demand growth, it will become imperative that 

other demand outlets, such as export outlets, be developed, especially if the upstream and 

midstream sectors are to prosper. 
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The Effects of Policy in the Downstream: Environmental Protection Agency Rule-making 

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been systematically addressing issues 

related to air pollution and water pollution, and at the time of this writing is planning a major 

announcement to tackle carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Most of the EPAs proposed rule-

makings will negatively impact coal combustion, and, if all the rules are implemented, estimates 

are that up to one-quarter of coal-fired power plants may retire (see Table 2). Moreover, it could 

soon be near impossible to build a new coal-fired unit absent the use of significant new control 

technologies which are cost-prohibitive. Altogether, this could increase natural gas demand. 

Noting that not all of the policies recently proposed have reached implementation, it is useful to 

outline several of the proposed rule-makings, which largely impact power generation: 

• The Mercury and Air Toxic Standards (MATS), also known as the Utility Maximum 

Available Control Technology (Utility MACT) rule, which places a limit on the amount 

of mercury, acid gases and non-mercury metallic toxic pollutants. 

• Regulation of coal ash as either hazardous or non-hazardous waste under the Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act. 

• The Boiler Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT), which regulates 

emissions of mercury, dioxin, particulates, hydrogen chloride and carbon monoxide.  

• Proposal of national requirements for cooling water intake structures (CWIS) that are 

expected to impact 559 generators, 483 of which are fossil-fuel generating stations.  

• Revision of the EPAs effluent limitation guidelines will affect coal-fired power plants, or 

those that use certain types of scrubbers for desulfurization (especially wet scrubbers) as 

they produce a significant waste stream, which can include chloride, nitrogen 

compounds, and metals such as mercury and arsenic. 

However, the pace of implementation of the rules proposed by EPA has been slow to date, and it 

is possible that some will never come into effect. Legal challenges are responsible for most of 

this. More generally, environmental regulations and legal decisions can be encumbered by 

politics, budget authority, congressional action, and legal challenges.12 Nevertheless, a number of 

                                                
12 Indeed, the EPAs budget has been cut by over 15% in the past four years. Congress can also invalidates individual 
EPA regulations through legislative action, although this is not likely in the current political environment as any 
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studies have been undertaken to examine the impact of various actions that can be taken by the 

EPA. A brief summary is given in Table 2.  

Table 2. Impact of EPA Regulations on U.S. Coal Capacity  

Study Author Regulation studied Capacity Loss 
(GW) 

Date by when 
Capacity Likely 

to be Lost 

Edison Electric 
Institute13 

All- CSAPR, MATS, NAAQS (Ozone 
rule), CO2 rule, Cooling water intake, clean 

water effluent guidelines, coal ash 
76 2020 

Energy Information 
Administration14 All 27 2016 

North American Electric 
Reliability 

Corporation15 
Slightly Stricter than MATS 6.5-9.9 2015 

Committee for a 
Constructive 
Tomorrow16 

MATS 17-60 2017 

Brattle Group17 MATS 40-55 2015 
ALEC18 MATS 15 2015 

Department of Energy19 MATS, CSAPR 21 N/A 
Institute for Energy 

Research20 MATS, CSAPR 34 2015 

EPA21 MATS, CSAPR 9.5 2015 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
proposed legislative action would have to win approval in both the House and Senate before reaching the desk of the 
President. 
13 J. E. McCarthy and C. Copeland, “EPA’s Regulation of Coal-Fired Power: Is a “Train Wreck” Coming?” 
Congressional Research Service, August 8, 2011. 
14 “27 Gigawatts of Coal-Fired Capacity to Retire Over Next Five Years,” Energy Information Administration, 
Department of Energy, July 27, 2012.  
15 J.E. McCarthy, “EPA’s Utility MACT: Will the Lights Go Out?” Congressional Research Service, Jan 9, 2012.  
16 P. Driessen, “The EPA’s Unrelenting Power Grab,” Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow, 2011.  
17 S. Levine, “Natural Gas Demand and Environmental Policies,” The Brattle Group prepared for the Northeast Gas 
Association Regional Market Trends Forum, April 13, 2011.  
18 “Economy Derailed: State-by-State Impacts of the EPA Regulatory Train Wreck,” American Legislative 
Exchange Council, April 2012.  
19 “Resource Adequacy Implications of Forthcoming EPA Air Quality Regulations,” Department of Energy, 
December 2011.  
20 “Impact of EPA’s Regulatory Assault on Power Plants: New Regulations to Take 34GW of Electricity Generation 
Offline and the Plant Closing Announcements Keep Coming” Institute for Energy Research, June 12, 2012.  
21 M. Bastasch, “GAO Estimate May Lowball Effect of Coal Plant Regulations,” Daily Caller, August 21, 2012.  
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In each of the studies identified in Table 2, the retirements effected primarily older, less-efficient 

part of the coal generation fleet. Moreover, many of these facilities were grandfathered under 

previous rule-makings, meaning they were under past rule-makings exempt from the control 

mechanisms being implemented. The new rule-makings, as currently prescribed, do not generally 

allow older plants to be grandfathered. So, they will have to incur a capital expense to be brought 

up to the proper specification, or they will have to be shut down. Thus, the number of closures 

can vary substantially across studies depending on stringency, cost of compliance, and 

availability of competing sources of supply. 

Figure 10. Distribution of Coal Retirements by State and RTO in the US  

  

Source: Author calculation using thermal efficiency data collected from the EPA NEEDS database 

As a normalization exercise, if we assume 50 GWs of coal-fired generation capacity will be 

retired, it is a relatively simple matter to identify the geographical distribution of the facilities 

that are most likely to be affected. Therefore, the plants that are retired are largely those with 

heat rates greater than 12,000 BTU/kWh. Because some states/regions in the US are more 

traditionally coal-levered, the distribution of retirements is uneven. In fact, a large proportion of 

the retirements would occur in the Middle Atlantic and South Atlantic states, as seen in Figure 

10. Accordingly, the distribution of the effects on demand would also be uneven, meaning the 
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demand pull associated with new natural gas generation would likely be tilted toward those 

regions where a disproportionately higher coal retirement occurs. The implications for supply 

and infrastructure is straightforward, as regions where new demands are realized there will be 

support for prices, all else equal.   

At the time of this writing, the EPA was planning to announce new regulations to mitigate 

carbon dioxide emissions. The EPA determined CO2 to be a pollutant which allows it to use its 

authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate CO2 emissions. In June 2012, the D.C. Circuit 

upheld this authority, ruling that EPA’s “endangerment finding” that CO2 can harm human 

health and welfare was “neither arbitrary nor capricious.” 

The pending actions by the EPA to regulate CO2 will likely stimulate natural gas demand, but 

the degree to which it does so is still uncertain. To the extent the slate of new regulations posed 

by EPA increases natural gas demand in the US, other demand channels may be negatively 

impacted. In particular, LNG exports may be rendered lower as domestic demand for natural gas 

rises, especially if the domestic price of gas also rises. So, at a minimum, we can expect natural 

gas demand to rise, but the uncertainty over the extent of the market impact is tangible and may 

have negative impacts on investment decisions absent other policies that can promote a deeper 

market response.  

As the EPA adopts new standards that ultimately favor natural gas, the gas resources in Canada 

and Mexico will become more important to the North American market balance. As such, polices 

that promote free trade and unencumbered mobility of capital across borders will facilitate a 

more ready supply of natural gas to meet new demands motivated by environmental polices 

adopted at the regional and/or national levels. 

The Opportunity in Canada  

Infrastructure and Oil Exports 

Western Canada is home to one of the largest unconventional oil deposits in the world. The oil 

sands present a very large resource development opportunity that could enhance the existing 

flow of oil from Canada to the rest of the world. While Canada’s natural trading partner is the 

US, particularly given US refinery configurations in the Gulf Coast, there is a tremendous 
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ongoing political quagmire—the Keystone XL debate—that is presenting a barrier, even if only 

partial, to the development of the oil sands resources. What is remarkable about this is the fact 

that through policy inaction the US government is effectively imposing a de facto temporary ban 

on Canadian crude oil exports. Thus, while the oil export ban is a matter of existing law in the 

US and therefore caused by internal policy, the inhibition placed on Canadian crude oil exports is 

not caused by Canadian policy—rather, it is being forced by external policy.   

Regarding exports of Canadian resources to the US Midwest and onward, the Keystone XL 

conundrum is well documented. The pipeline, which would connect oil production in Western 

Canada ultimately to Cushing, Oklahoma, and refinery capacity in the US Gulf Coast (see Figure 

11), has yet to be approved by the US government. In fact, no definitive policy direction has 

been taken, largely due to staunch opposition from environmental NGOs and local groups that 

have expressed concerns over (a) the pipeline’s proposed path through the Ogallala Aquifer and 

(b) the lifecycle carbon dioxide footprint associated with oil sands production. In fact, any 

decision on the pipeline has been repeatedly being delayed for further review despite a number 

of US government studies that have found the proposed project to be well within the typical 

standards of environmental acceptability. The refusal to make a definitive decision on the 

proposed facility has made it one of the most hotly contested pieces of infrastructure in North 

America. In fact, a recent bill on energy efficiency could not even be brought to a vote in the 

U.S. Senate recently because amendments involving Keystone XL were not allowed.22  

                                                
22 See Alexander Bolton, “GOP blocks energy bill, scuttling vote on Keystone XL pipeline,” The Hill, May 12, 
2014, http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/205903-gop-blocks-energy-bill-scuttling-keystone-vote.  
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Figure 11. Proposed Routes for Crude Oil produced from the Canadian Oil Sands 

 

Source: National Wildlife Federation, www.nwf.org  

Failure to act in a definitive manner on the Keystone XL pipeline proposal is forcing Canadian 

producers to seek alternative means to find a market for the crude oil produced from the oil 

sands. This includes a pipeline route to the British Columbia West Coast for export to Asia and 

perhaps even the US West Coast, as well as routes to the Atlantic Coast (see Figure 11). The 

preferred option is to move the crude oil to the US Gulf Coast, where the configuration of 

existing refining capacity is already well-suited to handle the heavier Canadian crude, but as that 

option looks increasingly difficult other routes are in play.  

Oil exports from Canada to the US West Coast are disadvantaged because the carbon footprint of 

crude oil produced from the Canadian oil sands is deemed by California policy (AB32 and the 

Low Carbon Fuel Standard) to be too high. Even if the current court challenges result in a 

reversal of the LCFS, it is likely that policymakers will continue to attempt to advance the goal 

of low carbon intensity, which will at the very least inject uncertainty into the market.  
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Despite the lack of expanded pipeline capability to move oil sands production from Western 

Canada, production has been growing nonetheless, in large part due to the movement of crude-

by-rail. This mode of transportation is generally more expensive than pipeline transportation, but 

the fact that it is happening reinforces the fact that the opportunity associated with oil sands 

development is tremendous. If pipeline capacity were developed, the cost of transporting crude 

would fall, thereby raising the netback value of production to the mining operation. It would also 

reduce market uncertainty going forward, an important facet of any major capital investment 

venture. In turn, this would stimulate additional production as well as ancillary downstream 

economic activities to the extent that certainty of supply would be fortified. Therefore, the lack 

of action on infrastructure to move Canadian crude oil is creating an impediment to full 

realization of the potential in the region.  

Given the number of pipeline routes that are now being considered in the absence of movement 

on Keystone XL, it is likely that Canadian oil will eventually be exported. The opportunity is 

simply too large, and developers will ultimately find a way to market. The lack of a firm decision 

on Keystone XL is injecting uncertainty into the market. Since the route to the US Gulf Coast is 

it is preferred, other routes only become commercially preferred if it is off the table. Therefore, 

the delay in decision-making in the US is actually having negative impacts on the evaluation of 

alternative pathways to market, thus presenting a textbook case of policy uncertainty impeding 

investment.    

Natural Gas 

With regard to natural gas in Canada, there is an abundance of resource assessed as technically 

recoverable. The Canadian National Energy Board and US Geological Survey estimate almost 

1100 tcf of resource, split amongst shale, tight, coal bed, and conventional formations.23 Of this 

quantity, shale and tight gas resources assessed in Alberta and British Columbia represent about 

70% of the total volume. This highlights the need for an outlet for Canadian gas—as LNG, 

pipeline, or local demand—if production activity is to expand.  

                                                
23 See Canadian Gas Association, “Natural Gas Resource Base–Canada,” at http://www.cga.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2011/02/Chart-9-Natural-Gas-Resources-Canada.pdf.  
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Figure 12. Western Canadian LNG Export Proposals and Natural Gas Pipelines 

 

Source: Watershed Sentinel, http://www.watershedsentinel.ca/files/documents/BC-outline-LNG-pipelinesRGB.jpg  

The challenges to achieving greater gas production are a mix of commercial and regulatory. 

Specifically, the option to move Canadian gas by pipeline from Western Canada is challenged 

because strong production growth in the US has effectively limited the need for Canadian gas in 

the lower 48, as witnessed by steady declines in exports to the US since 2007. This renders the 

price of natural gas in Western Canada to be low (or basis-disadvantaged) relative to the rest of 

North America, which discourages production until developers can find other outlets. One such 

outlet has been LNG exports from British Columbia, where multiple export terminals have been 

proposed (see Figure 12).  

According to analysis at the Baker Institute CES, LNG exports from Canada are commercially 

challenged due to high capital costs and a lower long-term international price environment.24 The 

capital cost of a greenfield LNG export facility in the environmentally sensitive region of British 

                                                
24 For much more detail on this see the CES working papers “U.S. LNG Exports: Truth and Consequence,” 2012, 
available at http://bakerinstitute.org/research/us-lng-exports-truth-and-consequence; and “Natural Gas Price in Asia: 
What to Expect and What it Means,” 2014, available at http://bakerinstitute.org/research/natural-gas-price-asia-
what-expect-and-what-it-means. Both are authored by Ken Medlock.  
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Columbia is two to three times greater than the capital outlay required to turnaround an existing 

LNG import facility on the Gulf Coast. So although the transportation cost savings is significant 

when considering the Asian market, it does not fully compensate the fixed cost premium. In fact, 

modeling done by the Baker Institute’s CES indicates Canadian gas production will continue to 

decline through 2016, but experience a resurgence once US LNG exports and new US gas 

demands grow. Canadian gas will utilize existing pipeline infrastructure to access a US market 

that will strengthen in the next couple of years.  

Natural gas is currently exported to the Western US via pipeline from production originating in 

both Alberta and British Columbia, but, as discussed above, the prospects for demand growth are 

minimal. This renders the shale and tight gas resources in basins such as the Horn River and 

Montney not likely to find enough demand in the Western US to be absorbed. Thus, the demand-

side and environmentally-motivated polices in California are adding to the commercial challenge 

of developing Canada’s gas resources. 

The Opportunity in Mexico 

NAFTA has benefited Mexico in a number of ways.25 Foreign direct investment into Mexico has 

increased by a factor of +7 since the treaty was enacted, a signal that the opening of the North 

American free trade bloc served as an attractive opportunity to investment capital across a 

number of industries. However, the oil and gas sector has not benefited in a similar manner. The 

legal frameworks that governed the Mexican oil and gas upstream heretofore served as a barrier 

to entry. Thus, capital flows were impeded and the full benefits of NAFTA did not extend into 

the oil and gas arena.  

The lack of foreign investment in the upstream sector in Mexico carried with it multiple 

implications that threatened the survival of the status quo. As pointed out in a Baker Institute 

study released in 2011, years of operating in an environment that was not attractive to foreign 

capital inflows resulted in (i) Pemex becoming relatively inefficient, (ii) Mexico’s reserve base 

dwindling, and (iii) an increasing likelihood that Mexico would become a net importer of oil in 

                                                
25 Jaime Serra, “NAFTA at 20,” at http://bakerinstitute.org/media/files/event/06b7b9f8/Serra_slides.pdf, April 2014. 
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short order.26 Mexico was a prime example of how policy can present barriers to realizing the 

full potential of oil and gas resources.  

However, in the wake of the recent energy reforms in Mexico, the newly conceived future may 

shape out to be very different. Of course, the proverbial “devil is in the details” and while the 

exact terms of energy reform are still unclear, Mexico must offer attractive terms to draw much 

needed foreign capital. The energy industry plays an important role in the Mexican economy, 

and reform could reinvigorate a sector that has been ailing. Moreover, if reform is successful, 

growth in Mexican oil and gas production will augment North America’s role in global energy 

markets, and it could rejuvenate Pemex, incentivizing the firm to go abroad, thus adding a 

potentially large capital player into the global upstream investment mix. 

To be sure, the economic opportunities associated with energy reform in Mexico could be 

tremendous. Looking inward, North America is a highly integrated energy market, and it could 

become significantly more so, with trade channels in crude oil, natural gas, electricity, refined 

products, and petrochemicals, to name a few, all deepening. Looking outward, the extent to 

which Mexican energy reform is successful in promoting large upstream capital investments will 

be important in ultimately defining the collective position North America plays in global energy 

and manufacturing markets.  

Despite such promise, there is still tremendous uncertainty regarding a number of issues, such as 

preferred fiscal terms, local content requirements, and the roles of newly created bureaucratic 

institutions for regulatory oversight. For example, the ability for firms in the offshore service 

industry along the US Gulf Coast to contribute to offshore development activities south of the 

border will be shaped by legal requirements for local content in the upstream sector in Mexico. 

So while free movement of capital and services would help to propel upstream development 

more quickly, things could move slowly if an offshore oil and gas service industry must be 

developed entirely in Mexico. 

There are also security issues and environmental concerns that will have to be addressed. For 

example, onshore field development is generally lower cost and less technically challenging than 
                                                
26 “The Future of Oil in Mexico,” http://bakerinstitute.org/center-for-energy-studies/future-oil-mexicoel-futuro-del-
sector-petrolero-en-mexico/, June 2011. 
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offshore field developments, but safety is a major concern.27 The shale opportunity in Mexico 

may be geologically similar to the Eagle Ford shale in South Texas, but concerns for worker 

safety due to the prevalence of criminal cartel activity in the region presents a problem. While 

this could negatively impact the pace of field development, it also creates difficulties for 

infrastructure development and the genesis of a vibrant local service sector. While the service 

industry in Texas could, in principle, operate in Mexico (barring, of course, prohibitive local 

content rules), if faced with issues of worker safety not related specifically to field operations, 

firms will generally choose to avoid the region in favor of other ventures. So if security issues 

are not addressed, costs for onshore shale developments will likely be higher in Mexico than in 

Texas, which will delay drilling activity. Furthermore, it could preferentially shift the upstream 

activity in Mexico toward offshore targets. 

Environmental issues are also present and appropriate regulatory frameworks will have to be 

developed to address the associated concerns. One such issue is related to water demands in the 

Rio Grande basin, which will surely arise if shale development commences in Mexico. In 

principle, if disputes are to be avoided, there will likely be a need for a precedent setting 

intergovernmental agreement on water withdrawals in the region. Another issue involves the 

regulatory institutions that are put in place for offshore well containment and spill response. In 

particular, due to prevailing currents, an oil spill in the deep water Gulf of Mexico in Mexican 

territorial waters will impact the Texas coastline, thus highlighting the interconnectedness of the 

regional ecosystems and the need for coordination, at some level, of policy in the region. This is 

an issue that operators in the US Gulf of Mexico already take very seriously, and a unified 

approach to mitigating environmental risks in the region will be conducive to investment inflow.     

To be sure, energy reform in Mexico carries the potential to enhance energy and economic 

security. Even if reform progresses slowly, given the recent upstream successes in the US, 

Mexico is projected to become a much larger importer of natural gas from the US in the next few 

years. Mexico’s energy ministry (SENER) recently projected pipeline imports from the US will 

rise to about 6 bcfd over the next 15 years, with the majority of that increase going into the 

                                                
27 See Tony Payan and Guadalupe Correa-Cabrera, “Energy Reform and Security in Northeastern Mexico,” issue 
brief no. 05.06.14. Rice University’s Baker Institute, http://bakerinstitute.org/research/mexicos-oil-reform-and-
organized-crime/.  
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power generation sector. Therefore, the rapid upstream success in the US over the last several 

years is set to benefit power generation in Mexico. This will convey lower electricity prices 

relative to the status quo, which involves using oil products and/or more expensive natural gas 

sourced from LNG. It will also provide environmental benefits, as a larger proportion of power 

generation comes from natural gas.    

Importantly, the expansion of natural gas trade from the US to Mexico will create new 

opportunities in the Mexican power sector, where private ownership of generation capacity, or 

merchant generation, has grown significantly in the wake of constitutional amendments made in 

the early 1990s and now stands at about one-third of total capacity. The availability of 

inexpensive natural gas from the US will help spur increased generation in the merchant sector in 

Mexico, perhaps even spawning new capacity investment opportunities, with some of the power 

generated actually destined to meet demands in the US. 

Concluding Remarks 

In general, the upstream regulatory framework in North America is conducive to investment. In 

the US in particular, the sheer pace and scale of the upstream renaissance over the past decade is 

a testament to the economic efficiency of the regulatory frameworks and market institutions. 

Capital is capable of moving into the market with relative ease, and there is little in the way of 

impediment to capturing arbitrage opportunities when they exist. Pipeline expansion is generally 

fairly easy (Keystone XL being a significant and notable exception), and access to liquid pricing 

points, which reduce market risk associated with a venture, is readily available. Securing mineral 

rights is also relatively unencumbered since firms can negotiate directly with landowners on 

privately held lands. As stated above, geology is a necessary condition for upstream investment 

activity, but it is not sufficient. The institutions in place in the US serve as a great barometer for 

establishing sufficiency.   

One risk that is ever present, even if only minimally, involves trying to understand how policy 

might change and thus challenge the existing paradigm. However, ongoing research at the CES 

at Rice University’s Baker Institute indicates policy intervention is not likely to interfere with 

production on a large scale. Moreover, the regulatory challenges that do exist are further 
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downstream, and they can shape demand pull, thereby impacting price and, hence, the 

commercial viability of a particular field development opportunity.  

There are also number of regulations aimed at minimizing the environmental impact of industrial 

activities (such as water withdrawal and disposal regulations, well setback requirements, drilling 

fluid disclosure requirements, etc.), and they are in many cases different across states and regions 

in the US and North America more generally. Similarly, there are often differences across states 

and regions in the US and North America with regard to fiscal terms and other commercial 

parameters. A heterogeneous slate of regulations and fiscal terms, and potential changes in them, 

certainly has implications for upstream activity, but such an investigation is beyond the scope of 

this paper, so we leave these issues to be explored in later research.28  

In the US and Canada, regulatory risks in the upstream, while present, are fairly limited. 

Nevertheless, some challenges are present with regard to achieving energy security and 

economic well-being. Canadian oil and gas resources are currently largely captive to US 

demands. This presents a constraint—motivated by policy inaction on the Keystone XL pipeline 

(with regard to oil) and very strong supply relative to demand, plus demand mitigation policies 

(with regard to gas)—that compromises the commercial opportunity relative to what it could 

otherwise be. Movement toward unimpeded trade in energy resources, both between the US and 

Canada and between the US and the rest of the world, would go a long way toward relaxing 

these constraints by creating new demand outlets for both oil and gas. 

The future of energy in Mexico and the degree to which the Mexican energy sector integrates 

with the rest of North America is still uncertain. Ongoing reforms indicate a very promising 

future, but much remains to be determined regarding the parameters that will ultimately define 

success. Nevertheless, the potential opportunities in Mexico are sizable, and full realization of 

the potential will contribute to a very different North American energy picture. 

Herein, we have focused on policy frames that effectively limit arbitrage capability. The 

discussion is by no means complete, but it does highlight a set of themes that is common to a 

                                                
28 In fact, in a study funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation being conducted by the CES at Rice University’s 
Baker Institute for Public Policy, ongoing research will address these issues as they pertain to upstream shale 
opportunities in the US. 
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host of issues. By engaging policies that promote the growth of physical trading opportunities, 

energy security—and hence, economic well-being—is enhanced. The NAFTA framework 

provides a precedent under which the US, Canada, and Mexico could all benefit in the energy 

domain. By promoting free trade in energy and industry, comparative advantages among the 

three countries could be capitalized and gains from trade maximized. The spillovers could be 

substantial, and the position of North America in the global energy arena could be improved, 

conveying collective benefits—both economically and geopolitically—that might not otherwise 

be attained. A deeper dive into these matters is left for future research. 

 

 

 


